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How I love to cook (and eat) good old Belgian vegetables

Chicory (witloof!)
Cut the chicory in half and remove the bitter core; first fry them a little
in butter and season with salt and pepper, then add a little water and a
few sprigs of thyme, then place a circle of baking paper on top and let it
stew. They will be ready in no time!

Parsnip (pastinaak!)
You can make the smoothest, creamiest soup from parsnips. Just stew
in butter (with a few onions if you like) and then add a broth of your
choice. No cream needed! But you can make the soup festive by
adding all kinds of extras (smoked salmon, fresh herbs...). 

And isn’t it wonderful to get to know all these English names for our Belgian vegetables!

Secrets of vegetarian cooking

One of the challenges of flexitarians is to make your vegetarian
dishes taste like nothing you’ve eaten before, to make you forget
you don’t have any animal protein on your plate. 
I’ll share two secrets that have transformed my vegetarian cooking:

My spice-world expanded drastically with one of the Green Kitchen cooking books. The
authors are a couple with three kids, showing with mouthwatering pictures and explaining
in plain language how to cook delicious yet uncomplicated veggie dishes in the morning, in
the evening, over the weekend, for dessert.… Their seasoning is on the mark and gave me a
lot more confidence to experiment on my own. 

Add the spices when heating your cooking fat (oil,
butter, ghee…) and before adding anything else. This will
make the vegetables you stir-fry a lot tastier! Be creative
with your spices and go exotic – you'll be surprised what
flavours are out there for you to discover. Which brings
me to the second point: how to learn which spices
combine well with which kind of vegetables? 

As you have probably already heard, coffee grounds are a good
fertiliser for your garden, but have you ever tried them on your
skin? 

Check out their blog to get inspired!

A coffee under the shower! 

Their sand like-texture makes them a natural
and effective exfoliant scrub! 
Add brown sugar and coconut oil to the
coffee grounds in equal parts… and try it!

https://greenkitchenstories.com/


Rendang, the Best Food from Indonesia

AdiAdi
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Originally, Rendang was made out of buffalo meat and was only served on special occasions or
traditional ceremonies. In the past, Rendang was considered a sacred dish. 
Rendang is actually a way of preserving meat. The tradition of preserving meat has been followed by
the people of West Sumatra for a long time. They used to preserve meat in a conventional way, without
chemicals. People in West Sumatra believe that cooking rendang teaches three important values:
patience, discretion and perseverance.

Rendang is not actually a name for a dish. It's basically a philosophical term that refers to a special
process, which makes beef tender, dry and flavourful. The complex cooking process gives rendang a
very unique and delicious taste.

Many West Sumatran people migrated; as a result, they introduced their local food to new people and
new places. They usually carry rendang as a go-to packed meal because of its durability. It has a shelf
life of one month. 
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In 2011, Rendang, the scrumptious meat dish from West Sumatra-
Indonesia, was crowned the Best Food in CNN's World's 50 Best
Foods. Approximately 35,000 readers of the online magazine GO
CNN have voted on their 50 most delicious dishes in the world.
‘Numero uno’ in the survey was the famous dish from West Sumatra,
Rendang - immediately followed by Nasi Goreng, Indonesian fried
rice – a solid second place.

It takes 7-8 hours’ time and three important stages to cook rendang.
The first stage is gulai. In this stage the coconut milk is still in liquid
form. The second stage is kalio, in which the coconut milk thickens
and becomes oily. This usually requires 4 hours of cooking. In the
third stage, the kalio is cooked 
on a low flame till it dries and 
becomes rendang.

Have you given rendang a try?

The balance

When I was little, I always laughed when my grandmother put her
“French fries” on the scales before frying them. She said “weighing
beforehand is always the best way to avoid wasting food”. I now
have to admit that I do the same when preparing my food, and it
works 
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How to grow fruits and veggies from food scraps!

You probably all know the classic: growing an Avocado tree from
the Avocado pit, right? But did you also know that you can e.g.
easily grow celery or bok choy from their plant base that you
would usually cut off for cooking and throw away? The same works
for green onions, leeks, fennel and lemongrass. Or have you ever
tried re-planting potatoes, garlic or ginger that have supposedly
"gone off” because they’ve already started sprouting? Well, why not
make use of those sprouts?!
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Here's a fun inspirational guide for you to start experimenting with 25 different fruits and
vegetables!

On cold days nothing is better than a delicious soup
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I love making soup since it's so easy and you can use all kind of
vegetables. 
My favorite soup is pea-soup.   

Rinse your peas under cold running water 
Cut all the other vegetables into rough pieces 
Saute the onion and add the peas, leek, celery and potatoes 
Add water 
Let everything simmer for 1.30-2 hours 
Mix it well! 
Fry the bacon until it’s crispy 

How to make it: 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How to serve:  
Serve the soup in nice bowls, add a (big) spoon of cheese in the middle, lay
your bacon nicely on top and your soup is ready! Enjoy!  

250 grams of peas 
1 big onion 
1 celery 
1 leek 
1-2 potatoes 
1,5 liters water 

Ingredients (4 persons): 

Some creamy cheese like boursin 
Bacon cubes (100g) 

Optional 

 
 

Double the amount of

ingredients and

prepare some soup to

freeze!

https://www.diyncrafts.com/4732/repurpose/25-foods-can-re-grow-kitchen-scraps
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In my family we also use lemon to relieve and heal stomachaches, headaches, infections, and broken
hearts… “Whoever wants to live and feel almost no pain, eat an orange at night and a lemon in the
morning.”
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In Nicaragua, where I was born, we put lemon on everything.
Lemons (or limes) are rich in vitamins C and B, calcium, and iron.
Their high vitamin content helps our nervous system and even our
blood vessels function better. Their minerals stimulate the production
of collagen and strengthen our bones. What? Yes!

This is why it should come as no surprise that lemon is an essential
ingredient of Nicaraguan cuisine. So, let me invite you to try the
following recipes:

Lemon on classic cabbage, lettuce or tomatoes salads. Do you like tomatoes? If you
don't try them with lemon, you'll never know how much you like tomatoes. Cut the
tomatoes into slices and add pepper, olive oil, salt and lemon. It will be finger-lickin'
good!

With scrambled eggs? Yes, this is my personal recipe 😉 Add a pinch (according to your
taste) of salt, mustard, and a few drops of lemon in the pan or in the egg mixture.
Lemon gives a touch of freshness to eggs. If you like it, add pepper too. 

How about your beef or chicken soup? Add a few drops of lemon and some pickled
onions to give a spectacular and special flavor to your soup.

Add lemon to your beer and prepare the famous Mexican micheladas! Take a beer, a
light beer is better, and garnish with: ice, the juice of 2 lemons, hot sauce and
Worcestershire sauce. Perfect for summer!

How to improve all your meals with just one ingredient: lemon

THANK

YOU !
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Save time and food!

You don’t need to peel carrots or parsnips: just wash them, cut
them into pieces and enjoy them... This also works for pumpkins,
by the way! When you roast the peel, it becomes so soft you
hardly notice it is there! 
Broccoli stems are actually super tasty. So instead of eating only
the dark green “top”, cut the stem into pieces and fry or roast it
along with the rest. 

We can save time in the kitchen by wasting less vegetables. 
Added bonus: your food becomes tastier. 
Here are some easy starting tips:
 

Making a dish with fennel? Cut the green leave-like top like you would always
do, but instead of throwing it away, sprinkle it on top of your dish. It adds a nice
and fresh touch to your dish! 
Do you love radishes in summer? Don’t throw out the greens: they are                                                          
actually delish if you prepare them like a lettuce! Be sure to wash them well,
though. 

https://context.reverso.net/traduzione/inglese-italiano/freshness+to+the+dish

